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The Finer Things
Unauthorized reproduction and/or distribution is prohibited. The data, market news, commentary and opinion contained in this publication
(“Content”) are for informational purposes only. Content is not intended to be used, nor should it be used, as the primary basis for making
trading or investment decisions. Specifically, Content should not be considered, either implicitly or explicitly, as a recommendation to buy,
sell, hold, or engage in any type of transaction. While we at Doyle Trading Consultants use our best efforts to provide timely and accurate
data and market news, we do not guarantee the timeliness, accuracy, reliability or completeness of any such information. We shall not be
liable for any errors in Content or delays in the transmission of any Content.

COPYRIGHT© NOTICE
The content of this document is protected by Copyright© to Doyle Trading Consultants, LLC. This report is sold to each client for internal
use only within the purchasing company and its affiliates. The distribution of this report, or any portions thereof, outside of the purchasing
organization is strictly prohibited except as defined below. We thank you in advance for respecting this copyright and adhering to its
principles.
If a client finds it necessary to provide portions of this report to an outside party such as outside legal counsel or another consultant under
contract to the client, then a confidentiality statement must be executed by the outside party stating that Doyle Trading Consultants, LLC
material will be used only for the client’s project and that all copies, either electronic or on paper, will be returned to the client upon
completion of the project. Simultaneously with the release of the information to the outside party, a copy of the executed confidentiality
statement must be sent or faxed to:
Doyle Trading Consultants, LLC
P.O. Box 4390 Grand Junction,
Colorado 81502
Fax: 970 256 8933
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US Coal Supply and Demand
Supply
(million short tons)

 Utility demand expected









to drop 75 mm tons this
year
Massive production cuts
underway and must
continue to bring
balance to markets
Utilityy inventories at alltime high, but falling
slightly
Cheap natgas and mild
weather destroyed coal
demand in winter
Low cost coal will survive
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Imports
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1,036.8

1,003.1

1,019.3

917.8
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Demand
(million short tons)

2012
Actual

2013
Actual

2014
Actual

2015

2016

2017

Utilities

825.7

860.7

853.6

740.9

665.0

675.0

Coking Coal-Domestic

20.8

21.5

20.4

20.0

19.0

20.0
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Exports/CC

70.5

67.0

58.6

46.3

30.0

28.0

Exports/Steam

55.3

51.1

38.7

27.6

21.0

19.0

125.8

118.1

97.3

74.0

51.0

47.0

R id i l/C
Residential/Comm.

Total Exports
Total Demand

1,018.2

1,045.4

1,016.2

877.8

775.0

781.0
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Competing Power
•

•

From 1950 – 2007, power
demand fell 3 times; from
2008 – 2015, power demand
fell five times

60%

Natgas and wind eat into
coal’s market share

40%

•

•

•

For the first time ever,
natgas market share
exceeded coal (7
months last year!)

Renewables only account for
7% of US generation, but are
growing steadily
Coal accounts for 33% of
power, down from 50% ten
years ago

U.S. Electricity Generation by Fuel Type
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Source: EIA, DTC Research
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Natgas production and productivity
•

Production is finally
beginning to taper
off in major
j basins

•

Production can
ramp up easily;
over 2000
untapped wells in
Marcellus

•

Productivity
continues to rise
which does not
bode well for future
coal demand and
coal prices
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Monthly Coal and Natgas Switching

 In 2015, 111 mm tons of coal displaced
 PRB – 54 mm tons
 CAPP – 8 mm tons
 NAPP – 13 mm tons
 ILB – 20 mm tons

 Displacement accelerated last year due to falling natgas prices, especially in PRB
 Jan 2016 switching slowed to 7 mm tons due to fewer switching options
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Natgas Basis Differentials

Basis Differentials – February 2016
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• Natgas price <$3.00/mmBtu
through 2019
• Price has fallen ~16% YoY
• Dominion South and TETCO M3 at
<$1.00/mmBtu
• Harms NAPP demand
• Virginia Southside Expansion and
Constitution Pipeline will help
deflate bubble

www.doyletradingconsultants.com

Coal vs. Natgas model at varying price scenarios
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Wind

Wind and Coal Capacity by State

 Wind generation has

increased its 2015 market
share to 4.9%, up from
4.1% in 2014
 Wind capacity factor was
32% in 2015
 Higher
g
in winter than

summer

Potential Displacement of Coal by Wind at Normal Capacity Factor (000 tons)

Source: DTC Research
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Global Netbacks – U.S. ‘Out of the Money’
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Coal consumption by retiring unit
• 22
22.0
0 GW shut
h down
d
or
refueled in 2015
• 12.8 GW set to retire or
refuel in 2016 – 31 mm
tons
• Between 2016 and 2025,
31.5 GW will disappear
• 61 mm tons consumed at
units retiring between
2016 and 2020
• PRB – 30 mm tons
• Capp – 6 mm tons
• Napp – 1.5 mm tons
• ILB – 9 mm tons
• Peabody and Arch have
19 mm tons and 9 mm
tons at risk, respectively
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Coal basin supply risk by quartile
•
•

•

•

•

Analysis to quantify risk
associated with coal units
Generating units (all fuel
types) were segregated by
sub-NERC region
Dispatch costs at each unit
based on latest delivered fuel
prices and basis differentials
Units assigned a quartile
ranking based on their order
in the dispatch curve
• 1st Quartile is best
• 4th Quartile is worst
We identified exposure to
high dispatch cost units for
basin transport mode,
basin,
mode coal
supplier and consumer
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Coal basin supply risk by quartile (cont.)
• Risk exposure for
transportation companies
is least for PRB and ILB
carriers
• NS is best positioned
among eastern carriers
• Risk
Ri k rating
ti iis on scale
l off 1
to 4
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Five Stages of Grief
 Denial
 Trying to avoid the inevitable
 Capital
C i l spending
di continued
i
d to occur
 M&A activity accelerated for “bargain” hunters
 Participants waited for natgas prices to rise again

 Anger

We are here.

 Frustrated
F t t d outpouring
t
i off b
bottled-up
ttl d
emotion
ti
 Anger at Administration, EPA, environmentalists, other producers

 Bargaining
 Seeking in vain for a way out
 Cost cutting,
i production
d i iincreases, d
deferments,
f
hi
high-grading,
h
di

bankruptcy

 Depression
 Final realization of the inevitable
 Mood at ind
industry
str eevents
ents was
as at lo
low point last year
ear

 Acceptance and Hope
 Finally finding the way forward
 Production cuts, mine closures, consolidation
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Summary
 Thermal markets reeling due to two primary factors: oversupply and

competition from non-coal sources
 Massive supply correction is underway
 It’s painful, but necessary
 Non-coal sources are taking market share in an overall market that is flat
 Natgas productivity rising
rising, but production finally coming down
 Wind is now 4.9% of power generation
 Miners with low delivered cost will survive
 Coal is at risk but association with low-quartile units minimizes risk exposure
 Market sentiment appears to be somewhere between Depression and

Acceptance stages
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